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Abstract: This article describes a few selected areas of research within the field of structural chemistry, with emphasis on aspects that have been influenced and inspired by the seminal work of Jack Dunitz. The topics covered include the study of dynamic properties of crystalline materials, focusing on the use of solid-state $^2$H NMR spectroscopy to unravel details of dynamic hydrogen-bonding arrangements in crystalline alcohols and amino acids, as well as the use of in situ Raman microspectrometry to explore molecular transport processes through porous crystals. A case study involving the determination of both structural properties and dynamic properties of a material (ammonium cyanate) that is not amenable to structural characterization by single-crystal X-ray diffraction is also presented. On the theme of exploring the time evolution of crystallization pathways, the recent development and application of in situ solid-state NMR techniques for mapping time-dependent changes that occur in the solid phase during crystallization processes are discussed. Finally, the article contemplates the prospects for deriving a fundamental physicochemical understanding of crystal nucleation processes, which is identified as perhaps the most significant challenge in structural chemistry in the next few decades.
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1. Introduction

Although I had listened to many inspiring lectures by Jack Dunitz at conferences and had read several of his seminal publications, my first meeting with this great scientist was actually at an interview. In 1995, I had been encouraged to apply for the Chair of Structural Chemistry at the University of Birmingham, and one of the two external assessors for the appointment was Jack Dunitz. The interview process spanned two days. Jack was present on both days, so there was plenty of opportunity to enjoy talking about science with him, as well as facing his questions at the interview!

After moving to Birmingham, the next time I met Jack was at the ICCOSS meeting at Stony Brook, USA in 1997. While chatting to him after the conference dinner, he suggested that we should collaborate to determine the crystal structure of ammonium cyanate. Amazingly, in spite of the historical significance of this material, the crystal structure had never been previously reported. The problem was that single crystals of ammonium cyanate are impossible to prepare, so the only opportunity to determine the crystal structure would be to use powder diffraction data. Fortunately, my group was developing new techniques to determine the structures of organic materials from powder diffraction data (the subject of my lecture at Stony Brook), and Jack had clearly identified the opportunity to utilize our powder diffraction techniques to solve this long-standing, unresolved problem in structural chemistry. As an aside, one of Jack’s remarkable characteristics, which I have come to realize over the years, is his colossal knowledge of the literature, and his ability to make direct and meaningful connections between topical issues of the present day and work published in the long and distant past.

Although our first meeting took place as described above, my first “interaction” with the science of Jack Dunitz occurred much earlier. During my Ph.D. research in organic solid-state chemistry at the University of Cambridge, my supervisor (Sir John Meurig Thomas FRS) encouraged me to read the literature widely, and in particular, he pointed my reading in the direction of the work of Jack Dunitz. In addition to his seminal book,[1] X-ray Analysis and the Structure of Organic Molecules, which was probably the most influential book in my process of learning the foundations of X-ray diffraction, I became very interested in the papers that he was publishing around that time.[2–4] on the physical interpretation of atomic displacement parameters (as determined in structure refine-ment from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data), especially as he was exploiting this information in imaginative ways to deduce insights into the dynamics of crystals. His 1988 paper[3]
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with Schomaker and Trueblood in the Journal of Physical Chemistry particularly captivated my scientific imagination. It begins with the following sentences:

“The idea that atoms and molecules move in crystals – indeed move sometimes with large amplitude – would have struck most chemists of earlier generations as outlandish. Professor Leopold Ruzicka once opined (to one of us) that “a crystal is a chemical cemetery”. We know what he meant: long rows of molecules, interred in a rigid geometrical arrangement, lifeless compared with the molecular mazurkas that can be imagined to occur in solution. The view that Ruzicka expressed … is perhaps still widely shared among chemists and even (we suspect) among some crystallographers. It should not be.”

These sentences seemed to convey so convincingly the necessity of giving due consideration to dynamic aspects of solids (and perhaps convey even more convincingly the folly of not doing so!). As in many other areas of structural chemistry, it was clear from this paper, and his other publications on similar topics, that Jack was striving to achieve a much deeper physical understanding of the values of atomic displacement parameters, when it seemed that many other crystallographers were content instead to regard atomic displacement parameters simply as a convenient means of absorbing multiple errors in their refinements. Indeed, as illustrated by this example, Jack always seems to be thinking more deeply than others across the field of structural chemistry, especially as his thinking is very firmly rooted in a profound understanding of thermodynamics and other aspects of physical chemistry.

Clearly, diffraction techniques have provided so much information that has enriched our understanding of structure across the full range of chemical, physical, biological, geological and materials sciences, but yet diffraction provides just the time-averaged picture of a crystal. To search beyond this time-averaged picture, we need to encompass other experimental and computational techniques which reveal the time dependence of structural properties across a range of different timescales. Motivated by this quest, my group has been interested over many years in exploring dynamic properties of solids, especially using solid-state NMR spectroscopy, but also incoherent quasi-elastic neutron scattering (IQNS) and molecular dynamics simulations. Although such techniques reach beyond the time-averaged description provided by diffraction techniques, it is critical to recall that results from diffraction experiments provide an essential constraint in the interpretation of data from these techniques, as the time average of the correct dynamic model must agree with the time-averaged structural description obtained from diffraction data.

As an illustration of some of the dynamic processes that can occur in organic solids, Section 2 describes a few examples of dynamic hydrogen-bonding arrangements that we have explored using solid-state NMR techniques, and studies of molecular translation through porous crystals studied by in situ confocal Raman microspectrometry.

In Section 3, I return to consider the ammonium cyanate system, covering both the crystal structure of this material (Figure 1) determined from powder X-ray and neutron diffraction data, the focus of our collaboration with Jack Dunitz, and a subsequent investigation of the dynamic properties of this material.

Another aspect of crystalline materials that is critically important in both fundamental and applied contexts is to understand the fundamental processes underlying the formation and growth of crystals. In my opinion, the most significant challenge in structural chemistry in the next few decades will be to derive a fundamental physicochemical understanding of the process of crystal nucleation (see Section 5), and then to devise strategies to exploit this understanding to enable crystallization processes to be controlled such that they are directed towards very specific desired outcomes.

On a related theme of exploring the evolution of crystallization pathways, much of our recent research has been focused on the development and application of in situ solid-state NMR techniques for mapping the time-dependent changes that occur in the solid phase during crystallization (for example, to identify the polymorphic form[s] of the solid phase present as a function of time, and to monitor the structural evolution of the solid phase), as well as to unravel the corresponding changes that occur in the liquid phase. Although our experimental strategy is only able to explore the
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2. Dynamic Properties of Crystalline Solids

2.1 Introduction

As conveyed so eloquently in the quotation of Jack Dunitz[3] in Section 1, there is an unfortunate tendency (even among structural chemists) to regard crystalline solids as rigid assemblies of atoms or molecules, completely devoid of the interesting dynamic processes that occur for the same molecules and atoms when the solid is transformed into the molten or gaseous state, or when the crystalline solid is dissolved in solution. Conventional crystallographic models, so useful for displaying the fascinating arrangements of molecules and atoms in crystal structures, tend to convey the impression that the molecules and atoms are fixed rigidly in place, each constrained to reside motionlessly in its assigned position within the architecture of the crystal. But the molecules and atoms in a crystalline solid are certainly not motionless – they are dynamic entities, whether through small amplitude vibrational motions about their equilibrium positions or, in some cases, through large-scale reorientational motions, chemical exchange processes, or diffusion of molecules through crystals. Clearly, the occurrence of dynamic processes may have a significant influence on the physical properties of crystalline materials (including properties that may underpin materials applications, such as optical, electrical and magnetic properties). Thus, to derive a fundamental understanding of the properties of a material, it is essential not only to consider the time-averaged crystal structure, as revealed by diffraction-based techniques, but also to consider the time dependence of the crystal structure, as described by the variety of dynamic processes that can occur across a range of timescales.

Several experimental and computational techniques, including solid-state NMR spectroscopy, incoherent quasielastic neutron scattering, molecular dynamics simulation, Raman scattering, Brillouin scattering, and dielectric relaxation can probe the dynamic properties of solids, with each technique appropriate for studying dynamic processes occurring on a particular characteristic timescale. Among these techniques, solid-state NMR[11, 12] is particularly powerful, since by judicious choice of the specific NMR-active nucleus and the specific NMR phenomenon to be investigated, detailed information on a wide range of different types of dynamic processes, occurring over a wide range of timescales, can be established. These dynamic processes include intramolecular dynamics (such as interconversion of a molecule between different conformations, rotation about bonds, and dynamic tautomerism), as well as reorientational motions of the whole molecule (as observed for guest molecules in solid inclusion compounds and for molecules in other rotator phase solids). In many cases, more than one type of dynamic process may occur in the material, often at different rates, and each process may be studied selectively by appropriate choice of NMR techniques. This section gives a few illustrative examples of some types of dynamic process that can occur in crystalline organic solids,
highlighting the application of solid-state NMR techniques (particularly broad-line $^2$H NMR) to probe these processes.

2.2 Dynamics of Hydrogen-Bonding Arrangements Revealed by Solid-state $^2$H NMR Spectroscopy

2.2.1 Brief Background to Solid-state $^2$H NMR

Solid-state $^2$H NMR is a powerful technique for studying reorientational motions of molecules in solids, and has been used to characterize the dynamic properties of a wide range of systems. Different aspects of solid-state $^2$H NMR yield different information on dynamic properties, and the two most commonly used techniques are $^2$H NMR line-shape analysis and $^2$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time measurements.

For $^2$H nuclei in organic solids, the quadrupolar interaction is normally so large that other nuclear spin interactions are negligible in comparison. A polycrystalline powder sample containing a random distribution of crystal orientations gives a characteristic $^2$H NMR “powder pattern” (several examples of which are shown in figures below). Analysis of the $^2$H NMR powder pattern allows quantitative determination of the quadrupole interaction parameters (the quadrupole coupling constant and the asymmetry parameter) for the $^2$H nucleus.

As the quadrupole interaction parameters are influenced significantly when the $^2$H nucleus undergoes motion on an appropriate timescale (see below), the appearance of the $^2$H NMR powder pattern changes significantly, depending on the rate and mechanism of the motion. When the $^2$H nucleus is static, or undergoes rates of motion lower than ca. $10^3$ s$^{-1}$ (the static/slow motion regime), the $^2$H NMR line shape has a characteristic shape that is independent of the rate and geometry of the motion. $^2$H NMR line-shape analysis is particularly informative when the rate of motion is in the range $10^3$ s$^{-1}$ to $10^8$ s$^{-1}$ (the intermediate motion regime), as analysis of the $^2$H NMR line shape in this regime provides detailed information on the rate and mechanism of the dynamic process. For rates of motion higher than ca. $10^8$ s$^{-1}$ (the rapid motion regime), the actual rate of motion cannot be established from $^2$H NMR line-shape analysis, but information on the geometry and mechanism of the motion can still be obtained. $^2$H NMR line-shape analysis is generally carried out by calculating the line shapes for proposed dynamic models, and finding the dynamic model for which the set of calculated line shapes give rise to the best fit to the set of experimental line shapes recorded as a function of temperature. When the rate of motion is in the rapid regime with respect to $^2$H NMR line-shape analysis, detailed dynamic information may also be obtained from measurement and analysis of the $^2$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time (T$_1$), which is particularly sensitive for studying dynamic processes with rates in the range $10^{-3}$ to $10^3$ s (where n is the $^2$H Larmor frequency).

Solid-state $^2$H NMR has been used widely to study molecular dynamics in materials, including dynamics of rotator phase solids (plastic crystals), the dynamics of guest molecules in crystalline inclusion environments, reorientational motions of individual functional groups, and the motional properties of polymers and membranes.

2.2.2 Hydrogen-Bond Dynamics in Crystalline Amino Acids

Crystalline forms of the proteinogenic amino acids have often been used as model compounds for probing functional group interactions in proteins. In the crystalline state, the amino acids exist (in general) in the zwitterionic form [RR’C(NH$_3^+$)(CO$_2$)], and the ammonium (NH$_3^+$) group is often engaged in three intermolecular N···O hydrogen bonds. In such cases, the crystal structures established from X-ray diffraction look perfectly ordered in every aspect, and the possibility that the C NH$_3^+$ group may actually undergo a 3-site 1208 jump motion about the C N bond is “hidden” from the diffraction data because the local symmetry of the dynamic process matches the local symmetry of the dynamic moiety (in this case, local 3-fold symmetry). We note that a 3-site 1208 jump motion implies that the C NH$_3^+$ group has a specific residence time (t) in a particular orientation, followed by an essentially instantaneous jump (by 1208 rotation about the C N bond) to an identical orientation, and so on. The time average over this jump motion (for which the rotation frequency is k = (3t)$^{-1}$) is identical to the static situation, and the crystal structure determined from diffraction data reveals no evidence for the existence of any disorder.

Similarly, the crystal structure of urea determined from diffraction data looks completely ordered, and does not reveal the fact that the urea molecule actually undergoes a 2-site 1808 jump motion about the C=O bond axis (with the 2-fold symmetry of the jump process matching the 2-fold symmetry of the urea molecule). Again, solid-state $^2$H NMR was a powerful technique for establishing the occurrence of the dynamic process in this case.

Focusing on crystalline amino acids, solid-state $^2$H NMR techniques have been applied to establish the dynamics of ammonium group reorientation in samples of the a polymorph and b polymorph of L-glutamic acid [HO2CCH$_2$CH$_2$NH$_2$ (CO$_2$)]. The fact that the solid-state $^2$H NMR spectrum of each polymorph changes significantly as a function of temperature (see Figure 2 and Figure 3) reveals clearly that the C ND$_3^+$ groups are dynamic. In the crystal structure of each polymorph, determined from single-crystal neutron diffraction data, the C ND$_3^+$ group forms three intermolecular N···O hydrogen bonds. The changes in the experimental $^2$H NMR spectra as a function of temperature are completely described by the 3-site 1208 jump model discussed above. From the best-fit simulated $^2$H NMR spectrum corresponding to each experimental $^2$H NMR spectrum, the rate (k) of the 3-
Figure 2. Experimental solid-state $^2$H NMR spectra recorded as a function of temperature for a powder sample of the α polymorph of deuterated L-glutamic acid, and the best-fit simulated solid-state $^2$H NMR spectrum at each temperature, calculated for the dynamic model (3-site 120° jump motion of the ND$_3^+$ group). A schematic of the dynamic model is shown at the left.

Figure 3. Experimental solid-state $^2$H NMR spectra recorded as a function of temperature for a powder sample of the β polymorph of deuterated L-glutamic acid, and the best-fit simulated solid-state $^2$H NMR spectrum at each temperature, calculated for the dynamic model (3-site 120° jump motion of the ND$_3^+$ group). A schematic of the dynamic model is shown at the left.

Figure 4. Arrhenius plots for the 3-site 120° jump motion of the ND$_3^+$ group in the α polymorph (filled circles) and β polymorph (open circles) of deuterated L-glutamic acid, determined from best-fit simulations of the $^2$H NMR line shapes shown in Figures 2 and 3. The straight lines are linear least-squares fits.

From Figures 2 and 3, it is clear that there are significant differences in the rate of the ND$_3^+$ group reorientation (at a given temperature) in the two polymorphs. On the assumption of Arrhenius behaviour for the temperature dependence of the rate of reorientation of the ND$_3^+$ group (Figure 4), the activation energy for this motion was determined to be (47 ± 2) kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the α polymorph and (34 ± 3) kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the β polymorph, in good agreement with results from $^1$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time data, from which the activation energy was established to be (48 ± 1) kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the α polymorph and (39 ± 2) kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the β polymorph. In the crystal structures of the α and β polymorphs, there are only small differences in the distances and angles that define the hydrogen-bond geometries in the two polymorphs. However, these small differences in hydrogen-bonding geometries involving the ND$_3^+$ group suggest that the hydrogen bonding is stronger in the α polymorph, consistent with the observation from our $^2$H NMR study that the activation energy for the ammonium group reorientation is higher for the α polymorph.

Another interesting issue for proteinogenic amino acids is to compare the properties of racemic and enantiomerically pure crystalline forms. With regard to dynamic properties, solid-state $^2$H NMR studies have been carried out on the racemic and enantiomerically pure crystalline forms of serine [HOCH$_2$CH(NH$_3^+$)(CO$_2$)$^-$], for samples of DL-serine and L-serine deuterated in the ammonium group. For both L-serine and DL-serine, $^2$H NMR line-shape analysis indicates that the ND$_3^+$ group undergoes a 3-site 1208 jump motion. At a given temperature, the jump frequency (k) is substantially higher for L-serine (for example, at 233 K, k = $5.0 \times 10^6$ s$^{-1}$ for L-serine and k = $6.0 \times 10^4$ s$^{-1}$ for DL-serine). The results from both $^2$H NMR line-shape analysis (LA) and $^2$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time measurements (SLR) indicate that the activation energy for the 3-site 1208 jump motion of the ND$_3^+$ group is significantly higher for DL-serine (38.0 ± 1.0 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (LA); 39.7 ± 0.8 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (SLR)) than for L-serine (23.4 ± 0.8 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (LA); 23.8 ± 0.3 kJ mol$^{-1}$ (SLR)), suggesting that the hydrogen bonding involving the ND$_3^+$ group may be significantly stronger in the case of the racemic material.
The effects of hydrogen bonding on ammonium group dynamics have also been studied in several other crystalline amino acids.\[30-32\]

It is relevant to ponder the extent to which these significant differences in rotational frequencies of functional groups may contribute to differences in the entropies of the different crystal forms under comparison, and hence may contribute to differences in their Gibbs energies. Given the considerable current interest (see Section 5) in computational studies to assess the relative energies of different solid forms of materials (e.g., different polymorphs, or racemic versus enantiomerically pure forms), it is important to consider whether differences in rotational dynamics of functional groups may influence the ranking of structures based on Gibbs energies. Given that the existence of certain motions (such as the 3-site 1208 jump motion of ammonium groups in amino acids) is not even revealed by diffraction techniques, and to establish the rates of such motions requires detailed spectroscopic studies (such as the $^2$H NMR studies described above), it is clear that standard computational approaches to assess energetic properties of crystalline solids based purely on consideration of time-averaged crystal structures may be missing certain factors that could have an important influence on the relative energetic ordering of different crystalline forms.

### 2.2.3 Hydrogen-Bond Switching in Crystalline Alcohols

In the crystal structure of triphenylmethanol (Ph$_3$COH),\[33\] the molecules form hydrogen-bonded “tetramers”, with the oxygen atoms positioned approximately at the corners of a tetrahedron (Figure 5). The point symmetry of the tetramer is $C_3$ (rather than $T_d$); thus, three Ph$_3$COH molecules (denoted “basal”) are related to each other by a 3-fold rotation axis, and the other molecule (denoted “apical”) lies on this axis. Thus, the oxygen atoms from the four molecules in the tetramer form a pyramidal arrangement with an equilateral triangular base, and the O···O distances (ca. 2.9 Å) are consistent with the fact that hydrogen-atom positions were not determined from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data at ambient temperature. To explore whether the disorder of the hydrogen-bonding arrangement is dynamic, solid-state $^2$H NMR studies were carried out\[34\] on the selectively deuterated material Ph$_3$COD.

The solid-state $^2$H NMR line shape for Ph COD varies significantly as a function of temperature,\[34\] indicating that the hydrogen-bonding arrangement is dynamic. Several plausible dynamic models were considered, and it was found that only one model gives a good fit to the experimental solid-state $^2$H NMR spectra across the full temperature range studied. In this model, the deuteron of the apical molecule undergoes a 3-site 1208 jump motion by rotation about the C–O bond, with equal populations of the three sites, whereas the deuterons of the three basal molecules undergo 2-site 1208 jumps, by rotation about their C–O bonds. In addition, each deuteron undergoes rapid libration about the relevant C–O bond, with the libration amplitude increasing as a function of temperature. The behaviour of the basal molecules is interpreted in terms of the existence of two possible hydrogen-bonding arrangements (clockwise and anticlockwise) on the basal plane of the pyramid. The 2-site 1208 jump motion for the basal molecules “switches” between these two hydrogen-bonding arrangements, requiring correlated jumps of the hydroxyl groups of all three basal molecules. On the assumption of Arrhenius behaviour for the temperature dependence of the jump frequencies, the activation energies for the jump motions were determined to be 10 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the apical deuteron and 21 kJ mol$^{-1}$ for the basal deuterons. This dynamic model is further supported by consideration of $^2$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time data.

Subsequent studies included a detailed analysis of the disordered hydrogen-bonding arrangement in triphenylmethanol using single-crystal neutron diffraction\[35\] and an investigation of the contrasting hydrogen-bond dynamics in the silicon analogue triphenylsilanol using solid-state $^2$H NMR.\[36\] A theoretical study of the pathways for hydrogen-bond switching in a geometrically similar model system, comprising a tetrahedral hydrogen-bonded arrangement of methanol molecules, has also been reported.\[37\]

![Figure 5. Schematic representation of the hydrogen-bonded “tetramer” in the crystal structure of triphenylmethanol. The hydrogen-bonding arrangement shown is only one of several possible hydrogen-bonding arrangements for the tetramer. The unique “apical” molecule and the three “basal” molecules are discussed in the text in the context of the dynamic model for hydrogen-bond switching.](image-url)
Molecular Transport Through Porous Organic Crystals

2.3 Crystals

Many types of solid inclusion compound (for example, zeolites, aluminophosphates, and metal-organic frameworks) have important applications in molecular separation processes, based on the fact that selective incorporation and exchange of guest molecules of differing size and shape can occur, while retaining the integrity of the host structure. Transport processes of molecules through the systems of interconnected tunnels and cages in such materials have been widely studied, and can be a critical factor in developing successful applications of these materials. For example, in applications of zeolites based on catalytic transformations or separation processes, the rate of diffusion of guest molecules within the zeolitic host structure [38, 39] may have an important bearing on the overall rate of the process.

For solid organic inclusion compounds, on the other hand, there are relatively few examples in which the crystal integrity of the host structure is maintained when the guest molecules are lost from the inclusion compound, thus limiting the prospects for carrying out guest exchange processes that proceed via the “empty” host structure. Nevertheless, a process for achieving guest exchange in such cases, by a mechanism that does not proceed via the empty host tunnel structure, has been identified [40] and has been demonstrated in the case of urea inclusion compounds.

Urea inclusion compounds are an extensively studied family of solid organic inclusion compounds, [41–45] in which linear-chain guest molecules (based on a long n-alkane chain) are arranged along one-dimensional tunnels (diameter ca. 5.25 Å) that exist within the urea host structure, which is constructed from a helical hydrogen-bonded arrangement of urea molecules (Figure 6). The fact that the urea tunnel structure is stable only when it is filled with a dense packing of guest molecules imposes a limitation on the opportunity to develop potential applications based on molecular adsorption and/or molecular separation, analogous to the types of process that have been exploited for zeolitic host materials.

The proposed mechanism for guest exchange [40] (see Figure 7) is based on the requirement that the host tunnels remain fully occupied by guest molecules throughout the exchange process, but with the identity of the guest molecules changing as a function of time. The idea is that net transport of guest molecules in one direction along the host tunnel can be achieved by inserting “new” (thermodynamically more favourable) guest molecules at one end of a crystal of the inclusion compound (e.g., by dipping the crystal into the liquid phase of the new guest), with the “original” guest molecules expelled from the other end of the crystal.

The successful implementation of this guest exchange process has been demonstrated [40] in the case of urea inclusion compounds. To gain deeper insights into this process, confocal Raman microspectrometry has been exploited [46] as an in situ probe (Figure 8) to yield information on the spatial distribution of the original and new guest molecules within the crystal, and to establish how the spatial distribution of the original and new guest molecules changes as a function of time. The published work in this area has focused on using the 1,8-dibromoocotane/urea inclusion compound as the “original”

![Figure 7](image_url1)

**Figure 7.** Mechanism for guest exchange in a single crystal of a urea inclusion compound. In the single crystal shown, the tunnels in the urea host structure are vertical.

![Figure 8](image_url2)

**Figure 8.** Schematic of the experimental assembly for in situ Raman microspectrometry studies of guest exchange in a urea inclusion compound, comprising the single crystal of the urea inclusion compound (green), initially containing 1,8-dibromoocotane guest molecules, attached to a reservoir containing liquid pentadecane (blue).
crystal and pentadecane as the “new” type of guest molecule.

For this system, analysis of the Raman microspectrometry data is based\textsuperscript{[46]} on studying the variation of the intensity of the C \( \text{Br} \) stretching band of the original 1,8-dibromooc-tane guest \( \text{molecules} \) (for the predominant trans end-group conformation) \( \text{as} \) a function of position in the crystal and as a function of time (Figure 9). Such data provide quantitative information on kinetic and mechanistic aspects of the transport of guest molecules through the host tunnel structure during the guest exchange process,\textsuperscript{[47]} revealing inter alia that unidirectional transport of guest molecules in this system occurs at a constant rate of ca. (70.3 \( \pm \) 2.2) \( \text{nms}^{-1} \) at ambient temperature. Furthermore, in situ studies using confocal Raman microspectrometry\textsuperscript{[48]} have revealed that the guest exchange process is associated with significant changes in the conformational properties of the original (1,8-dibromooc-tane) guest molecules within the “boundary region” between the original and new guests, corresponding to a significant increase in the proportion of 1,8-dibromooc-tane guest molecules with the gauche end-group conformation. In addition, bi-directional transport of guest molecules through the urea tunnel structure has been demonstrated, and mechanistic details of this process have been rationalized.\textsuperscript{[49]} At this stage, several fundamental aspects relating to such guest exchange processes remain to be understood; for example, studies to probe the temperature dependence of the rate of transport, and hence to establish activation parameters for the transport process, have not yet been reported. However, establishing an understanding of the fundamentals of guest exchange processes in such materials is a prerequisite for developing and optimizing a range of potential applications in molecular separation, based for example on discrimination of molecular size, shape, and chirality.

**Figure 9.** Results from time-resolved and spatially resolved monitoring of guest exchange in a single crystal of a urea inclusion compound using in situ Raman microspectrometry. The Raman micrographs were recorded during transport of pentadecane molecules into and along the tunnels, displacing the guest molecules (1,8-dibromooc-tane) originally present. The probed region shown represents only part of the crystal, and the transport of guest molecules occurs from left to right (the tunnels run horizontally in the micrographs shown). Regions coloured blue are rich in pentadecane and regions coloured green are rich in 1,8-dibromooc-tane. The time taken to record each micrograph was ca. 28 mins; the three micrographs shown were recorded: (a) 18 hrs; (b) 29 hrs; and (c) 40 hrs after commencing the guest exchange process.

3. Structure and Dynamics of Ammonium Cyanate: Collaboration with Jack Dunitz and Beyond

3.1 Introduction

In 1828, Friedrich Wo’hler\textsuperscript{[50]} observed, while attempting to prepare ammonium cyanate [\( \text{NH}_4^+\text{OCN}^- \)] by a number of different routes, that urea [\( \text{O} = \text{C} (\text{NH}_2)_2 \)] was formed instead. Subsequently, Wo’hler and Liebig\textsuperscript{[51]} were successful in preparing solid ammonium cyanate, and demonstrated that, under appropriate conditions, this material undergoes a solid-state reaction to produce urea. These discoveries played a seminal role in the history of chemistry, as the reaction from ammonium cyanate to urea represented the first direct evidence that it is possible for an inorganic material to be converted into an organic substance that was known to occur in living systems. Subsequently, this reaction has received much attention, both in aqueous solution and in the solid state\textsuperscript{[52]} although most experimental studies have focused on the reaction in solution.

3.2 Structural Properties

In spite of the importance of understanding structural properties of ammonium cyanate in the solid state, structure determination by single-crystal X-ray diffraction was precluded by the fact that this material can be prepared only as a microcrystalline powder.

Structure determination was carried out initially from powder X-ray diffraction data,\textsuperscript{[53]} which established the positions of the non-hydrogen atoms, but could not reliably distinguish the orientation of the ammonium cation (as a consequence of the low X-ray scattering power of hydrogen). Subsequent powder neutron diffraction studies\textsuperscript{[54]} were necessary to establish details of the hydrogen-bonding arrangement, as discussed below. The structure is tetragonal with space group P4/nmm. The nitrogen atom of the ammonium cation is located at the centre of a nearly cubic local arrangement of oxygen and nitrogen atoms (from cyanate anions), which occupy alternate corners of the “cube”. Two plausible orientations of the ammonium cation may be proposed, in one case forming four N–H···O hydrogen bonds, and in the other case forming four N–H···N hydrogen bonds (Figure 1). Powder neutron diffraction studies\textsuperscript{[54]} on the deuterated material ND\( _4^+\text{OCN}^- \) (actually with a percentage deuteration of ca. 77–81 %) definitively support the structure with N–D···N hydrogen bonding, with no detectable extent of disorder between the N–D···O and N–D···N hydrogen-bonding arrangements. Thus, Rietveld refinement calculations for a structural model comprising both orientations of the ammonium cation with fractional occupancies \( x \) and (1–\( x \)), respectively, converge towards a situation with zero occupancy of the deuterium nuclei in sites corresponding to N–D···O.
hydrogen bonding and 100% occupancy in sites corresponding to N–D···N hydrogen bonding (across the temperature range from 14 K to 288 K investigated in the powder neutron diffraction study). Solid-state $^{15}$N NMR data\cite{54} are also consistent with the existence of N–H···N hydrogen bonding in this material.

### 3.3 Dynamic Properties

Although crystal structure determination from powder neutron diffraction data gives a well-defined, ordered, time-averaged structure, it is important to consider the possibility that dynamic processes may occur in this material. In the case of ammonium cyanate, it is also relevant to consider whether the onset of the solid-state chemical transformation to produce urea might be triggered by the occurrence of an appropriate dynamic process of the ammonium cation.

With these motivations, we carried out a comprehensive study of the dynamic properties of the ammonium cation in solid ammonium cyanate\cite{55}, focusing on solid-state $^2$H NMR spectroscopy using the deuterated material (denoted ND$_4^+$ OCN) and incoherent quasielastic neutron scattering (IQNS) using the material with natural isotopic abundances (denoted NH$_4^+$ OCN). The combination of these two techniques is a powerful strategy for probing dynamic properties of organic materials, as together they allow molecular motions to be studied across a wide range of timescales. Relevant results from a computational study\cite{56} of energy barriers for reorientation of the ammonium cation in ammonium cyanate are also important in the context of deriving dynamic models for this material.

A fundamental requirement of proposed models for dynamic processes in crystalline solids is that the time average of the dynamic process should be in agreement with the crystal structure determined from diffraction-based studies. As discussed above, powder neutron diffraction indicates that there is no observable population of hydrogen/deuterium sites corresponding to the orientation of the ammonium cation with N–H···O hydrogen bonding. Thus, any dynamic model that implies a nonzero population of hydrogen/deuterium sites corresponding to N–H···O hydrogen bonding would be incompatible with the experimental crystal structure. On this basis, the following models (which preserve only N–H···N hydrogen bonds) were considered plausible.

**Model A:** 1808 jumps about one of the 2-fold axes of the ammonium cation in the crystal structure. Starting from the orientation with four N–H···N hydrogen bonds, such jumps take the ammonium cation into an equivalent orientation with four N–H···N hydrogen bonds.

**Model B:** 1208 jumps about one of the 3-fold axes of the ammonium cation in the crystal structure, with one N–H bond (collinear with the rotation axis) remaining fixed during this motion.

**Model C:** A 4-site tetrahedral jump model, in which each hydrogen atom of the ammonium cation visits all four sites (corresponding to the four N–H···N hydrogen bonds) with equal probability during the timescale of the measurement. This situation could be achieved by individual jumps of the type discussed for model B (i.e., 3-site 1208 jumps about a single N–H bond), but with the N–H bond that serves as the rotation axis changing (on a time-dependent basis) such that each of the four N–H bonds serves as the rotation axis with equal probability over the timescale of the measurement.

Solid-state $^2$H NMR spectra, recorded as a function of temperature for a powder sample of deuterated ammonium cyanate, are shown in Figure 10, together with the simulated $^2$H NMR line shapes for dynamic models A, B, and C. Visual comparison between experimental and simulated $^2$H NMR line shapes strongly favours the tetrahedral jump model for the dynamics of the ammonium cation (Model C). As discussed in Section 2, finding the simulated $^2$H NMR line shape that represents the best fit to the experimental $^2$H NMR line shape at each temperature allows the jump rate to be established as a function of temperature, thus allowing activation parameters to be assessed. However, the fact that the experimental $^2$H NMR line shape for ammonium cyanate is a single Gaussian line throughout most of the intermediate motion regime means that the fitting process to establish the jump rate that gives the best-fit line shape at each temperature is much less sensitive than usual. For this reason, analysis of $^2$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time data provides a more reliable quantitative determination of activation parameters for the motion.

The temperature-dependence of the powder-average $^2$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time $<1/T_1>_p$, determined from 123 K to 290 K, is shown in Figure 11, together with a best-fit curve calculated for the tetrahedral jump model\cite{57}.

---

**Figure 10.** Left: Experimental solid-state $^2$H NMR spectra recorded as a function of temperature for a powder sample of deuterated ammonium cyanate. Right: Simulated solid-state $^2$H NMR spectra calculated for dynamic models A, B, and C defined in the text, for values of jump rate ($k$) ranging from the slow/static motion regime to the rapid motion regime.
Figure 11. Temperature dependence of the powder-average $^2$H NMR spin-lattice relaxation time $<1/T_1>_{p}^{-1}$ for deuterated ammonium cyanate. The fitted line is the best fit to the experimental data using a theoretical expression for $<1/T_1>_{p}^{-1}$ based on the tetrahedral jump model (model C). From the fitting process, the activation energy for $T_{p}^{-1}$ is 1.0 kJ mol$^{-1}$ under the assumption that the temperature dependence of the jump rate exhibits Arrhenius behaviour. The three fitted parameters in this expression are the static quadrupole coupling constant ($c$), the activation energy ($E_a$) and the pre-exponential factor ($t_c^0$). The fitted theoretical expression is in excellent agreement with the experimental data, further supporting the tetrahedral jump model.

The best-fit values of the activation parameters are: $E_{a}=(21.9 \pm 1.0)$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ and $\ln(t_c^0/s) = 31.3 \pm 0.8$. These results are in good agreement (within experimental errors) with those determined from IQNS data $[E_{a}=(22.6 \pm 2.1)$ kJ mol$^{-1}$; $\ln(t_c^0/s) = 30.6]$, which also provides strong support for the tetrahedral jump model in ammonium cyanate. It is important to emphasize the advantages of the combined strategy of using solid-state NMR spectroscopy and IQNS in the study of dynamic properties of organic solids, particularly as IQNS allows detailed characterization of motions that occur on shorter timescales than those that are accessible using solid-state $^2$H NMR techniques.

3.4 Comments on the Solid-state Reaction of Ammonium Cyanate to Urea

Although the crystal structure of ammonium cyanate is now known and the dynamic properties are understood, a comprehensive study of the solid-state chemical reaction from ammonium cyanate to urea has not yet been reported, although possible insights derived from computational studies have been proposed.$^{[58, 59]}$ To address this issue, we are currently engaged in a detailed programme of research using a range of experimental techniques (including in situ powder X-ray diffraction and in situ solid-state NMR techniques) to gain a detailed understanding of kinetic and mechanistic aspects of this historically significant chemical reaction.

4. In Situ Solid-state NMR Strategies to Study the Evolution of Crystallization Processes

4.1 Introduction

Crystallization processes are encountered in many different scientific fields, and a deeper understanding of such processes has important practical implications, including the optimization of crystallization in industrial applications. Improving our fundamental mechanistic understanding relies on developing new experimental strategies, particularly those that allow direct in situ monitoring of the process.$^{[60]}$ Crystallization processes are generally governed by kinetic factors and metastable solid forms often crystallize initially (rather than the thermodynamically stable form). Subsequently, the crystallization may evolve through a sequence of different transient solid forms before the final product is obtained. To optimize and control crystallization processes, it is essential to understand the sequence of events that occur in the evolution of the solid phase, rather than simply characterizing the final product recovered at the end of the process. Exploiting experimental strategies that allow direct in situ monitoring is clearly essential in pursuit of this aim.

We have recently focused$^{[61–66]}$ on developing in situ solid-state NMR strategies for mapping the evolution of the solid phase during crystallization processes from solution. Here, we highlight the experimental method and present illustrative examples that reveal the types of information that can be obtained on the evolution of different solid forms (and interconversion between solid forms) during crystallization of organic systems from the solution state.

Importantly, the in situ solid-state NMR technique$^{[61]}$ exploits the ability of NMR to selectively detect the solid phase in the types of heterogeneous solid/liquid system that exist during crystallization from solution, with the liquid phase “invisible” to the measurement. This technique has been shown to be a powerful approach for establishing the sequence of solid phases produced during crystallization$^{[62–64]}$ and for the discovery of new (transient) solid forms.$^{[65]}$

4.2 The In Situ Solid-state NMR Technique

Until recently, the prospect of using solid-state NMR for in situ studies of crystallization from solution was limited by the difficulty of securely sealing a liquid phase inside an NMR rotor such that fast magic-angle sample spinning (MAS),
which is required for recording high-resolution solid-state NMR spectra, can be carried out without problems arising from leakage of the liquid from the rotor. Recently, suitable rotor technology has been developed for sealing solutions inside NMR rotors for MAS experiments, greatly facilitating the development of the in situ solid-state NMR strategy described here.

In our in situ solid-state NMR strategy for monitoring crystallization (see Figure 12), a homogeneous (undersaturated) solution is initially prepared inside the NMR rotor at high temperature. Crystallization is induced by decreasing the temperature rapidly to a target temperature at which the solution is supersaturated, and hence crystallization is thermodynamically favoured. The time dependence of the crystallization process is then monitored by recording high-resolution solid-state NMR spectra repeatedly as a function of time. The time resolution of the in situ monitoring of the crystallization process is dictated by the time required to record an individual NMR spectrum of adequate quality to identify and distinguish the different solid forms present during the evolution of the system. Sufficiently good spectral resolution is also required to identify and assign the solid phases present at different stages of the crystallization process. Clearly, it is desirable to be able to detect and identify the first solid particles produced in the crystallization process, at which stage the amount of solid in the system is generally very low. Thus, optimization of the sensitivity of the measurement is also important, allowing solid-state NMR spectra of adequate quality to be recorded in the shortest possible time. To maximize the sensitivity, isotopic labelling of the material to be crystallized is desirable (although not always essential) and carrying out the experiments at high magnetic field is advantageous.

A crucial feature of the strategy is that, by appropriate choice of measurement conditions, solid-state NMR can give complete selectivity in detecting only the solid component in the system (and thus the dissolved solute and solvent are undetected in the measurement). For organic materials, such discrimination between solid and solution phases is readily achieved by recording $^{13}$C NMR spectra using the $^1$H$^{13}$C cross-polarization (CP) technique. As a consequence of differences in dynamic behaviour between molecules in the solid and solution states, $^{13}$C NMR spectra recorded using $^1$H$^{13}$C CP contain signals only from the solid phase. Thus, even if only a small fraction of the solute has crystallized (e.g., in the early stages of crystallization), only the solid particles contribute to the measured NMR spectrum, and the dissolved solute (present in a much higher amount in the early stages of crystallization) and solvent are “invisible” to the measurement.

4.3 Example: Evolution of Different Solid Forms of Glycine During Crystallization from Solution

To illustrate the application of the in situ solid-state NMR technique, we focus on studies of the crystallization of glycine [H$_2$C(NH$_3$)$^+$](CO$_2$) from different solvents. Under ambient conditions, three polymorphs of glycine (denoted a, b, and g) are known$^{[65-71]}$. The thermodynamically stable form is the g polymorph, and the least stable form is the b polymorph.$^{[72, 73]}$ According to the literature, crystallization of glycine from water at neutral pH produces the metastable a polymorph. However, a paper published in 1961 suggested$^{[69]}$ that crystallization of glycine from deuterated water may promote the formation of the g polymorph, although systematic studies of this isotope effect were only reported recently.$^{[74, 75]}$ In which it was demonstrated inter alia that deuteration (even as low as 1% deuteration) does significantly increase the probability of obtaining the g polymorph. In high-resolution solid-state $^{13}$C NMR spectra, the isotropic $^{13}$C chemical shifts for the carboxylate carbon environment in the a, b, and g polymorphs of glycine are 176.5, 175.5, and 174.5 ppm respectively,$^{[76]}$ allowing the three polymorphs to be readily distinguished.

In the in situ $^{13}$C NMR study$^{[62]}$ of the crystallization of glycine (for a sample $^{13}$C-labelled in both carbon sites in the molecule) from water with natural isotopic abundance (Figure 13a), a peak emerges at 176.5 ppm and the intensity increases as a function of time. From the $^{13}$C chemical shift, this solid phase is assigned as the a polymorph. Thus, formation and growth of the a polymorph is observed, consistent with the literature, and no detectable amounts of the b or g polymorphs are observed during the crystallization.

Figure 12. Schematic of the experimental strategy for in situ solid-state NMR studies of crystallization processes, illustrated for a system in which crystal-lization from solution initially produces a metastable polymorph A (red) followed by a polymorphic trans-formation to produce a more stable polymorph B (green). The corresponding changes in the high-resolution solid-state NMR spectrum, as a function of time, are shown at the bottom.
experiment (which was carried out for a total time of 13 hr). We note that a comprehensive study of the crystallization of glycine from water\cite{75} (involving ex situ characterization by powder X-ray diffraction) has shown that the initially formed a polymorph eventually transforms to the thermodynamically stable g polymorph after a period of time that is typically of the order of several days.

To explore the isotope effect discussed above, crystallization of glycine (for a sample $^{13}$C-labelled in both carbon sites in the molecule) from deuterated water was studied.\cite{62} The total level of deuteration of all exchangeable hydrogen sites in the system (i.e., water molecules and NH$_3^+$ groups of the zwitterionic glycine molecules) was 86%. From the in situ solid-state $^{13}$C NMR results (Figure 13 b), it is clear that the a polymorph is again the first solid form produced in the crystallization process, suggesting that the same nucleation pathway is followed in both H$_2$O and D$_2$O. The amount of the a polymorph increases during the first 1.5 hr of the crystallization process. However, at this time, a new peak emerges at 174.5 ppm, characteristic of the g polymorph. The intensity of this new peak then increases with time, while the intensity of the peak due to the a polymorph decreases. The relative amounts of the a and g polymorphs present as a function of time, established from integrated peak intensities (corrected to allow for the different cross-polarization efficiencies of the a and g polymorphs), are shown in Figure 13 c. There is no evidence for any intermediate solid phase in the transformation from the a polymorph to the g polymorph, consistent with the rate of increase of the g polymorph mirroring the rate of decrease of the a polymorph (Figure 13 c). As discussed elsewhere,\cite{62,64} the transformation from the a polymorph to the g polymorph during the evolution of the crystallization process is assigned as a solution-mediated polymorphic transformation, rather than a direct solid-solid transition.

For each of the two isotopomeric systems, the final polymorph obtained at the end of the in situ solid-state $^{13}$C NMR study (i.e., the a polymorph in the natural abundance system and the g polymorph in the deuterated system) is consistent with the preferred polymorphic outcome observed in conventional (ex situ) laboratory crystallization experiments\cite{75} carried out under the same conditions and over the same total period of time.

Although a comprehensive understanding of the fascinating isotope effect in the crystallization of glycine from D$_2$O versus H$_2$O remains to be established, it is noteworthy that the way in which the crystal structures of the a and g polymorphs of glycine change upon deuteration is significantly different. Thus, it has been shown\cite{74} that the unit cell volume of the g polymorph decreases upon deuteration whereas the unit cell volume of the a polymorph increases upon deuteration, which could signify that the energy difference between the stable g polymorph and the metastable a polymorph may actually be greater for the deuterated system. However, we refrain from advancing this tentative thought until a rigorous theoretical analysis has been carried out.

It is relevant to note that, as with most of the important topics in structural chemistry, Jack Dunitz has explored\cite{77} the effects of deuteration on structural properties from the fundamental physicochemical viewpoint, and has applied his ideas in the case of crystalline benzene. In particular, this work demonstrated experimentally (from accurate neutron powder diffraction studies) and provided a fundamental rationalization of the fact that, below ca. 170 K, the volume per molecule in the crystal structure of deuterated benzene (C$_6$D$_6$) is lower than the volume per molecule in the crystal structure of benzene with natural isotopic abundances (C$_6$H$_6$), whereas above this temperature, the volume per molecule in the crystal structure of C$_6$D$_6$ is higher than that of C$_6$H$_6$.

The results from an in situ solid-state $^{13}$C NMR study of the crystallization of glycine from methanol/water\cite{63} are shown in Figure 14 (in this experiment, the glycine sample was $^{13}$C-labelled only in the carboxylate group, giving significantly narrower peaks than those in Figures 13 a and 13 b). In the first spectrum recorded, the solid phase is identified as a virtually pure sample of the b polymorph (a very small amount of the a polymorph is also present). Thus, the very early stages of crystallization yield a significant excess of the b polymorph in this system. Subsequently, the b
4.5 Some Fundamental Considerations

4.5.1 What is the Smallest Size of Solid Particle that can be Detected in In Situ Solid-state NMR Studies of Crystallization?

An important question relates to the smallest size of solid particle that can be observed using the in situ NMR techniques described above, with implications on the earliest stage of the crystallization process that can be detected. As a basis for estimating the size limit, we recall (Section 4.2) that selective detection of the NMR spectrum only of the solid phase is achieved using the $^1$H-$^1$C cross-polarization (CP) technique. The key limitation for obtaining a signal by CP is the rate of tumbling of the solid particle, as this motion “scrambles” the orientation of the dipolar couplings responsible for the polarization transfer. The tumbling motion is characterized by a correlation time ($t_c$) which is related to the volume ($V$) of the particle, the viscosity ($\eta$) of the solvent, and the temperature ($T$), through the Stokes-Einstein-Debye relation

$$ t_c = \frac{6 \sqrt{\frac{V}{k_B T \eta}}}{{|l \cdot \hat{p}|^3}}, $$

where $l$ is the order of the spherical harmonic for the
interaction (I = 2 for dipolar coupling). Nowacka et al.\textsuperscript{[79]} established that, for a \textsuperscript{1}H\textsuperscript{13}C CP experiment to give a signal under similar conditions to those used in our experiments, the limiting value of $t_\text{c}$ is ca. 10 ms. Using the above equation and taking the bulk viscosity of water (ca. $10^{-3}$ Pa s), the limiting volume is estimated to be $V = 4 \times 10^7 \text{Å}^3$, corresponding to a sphere with radius of ca. 210 Å. To put this value in context, particles of glycine of this size would contain around $5 \times 10^5$ molecules. Although some approximations are inherent in this derivation, it nevertheless offers a reasonable estimate of the smallest size of solid particle that could be detected in an in situ solid-state NMR study of crystallization. Although the size of the critical nucleation entity may vary significantly between different systems and under different experimental conditions, the critical nucleation clusters for organic crystals are expected to comprise significantly less than $5 \times 10^5$ molecules. Thus, the smallest solid particles that can be observed under the conditions of in situ solid-state NMR studies using the \textsuperscript{1}H\textsuperscript{13}C CP technique are likely to represent postnucleation stages of the crystallization process. We note that, after observing the first peaks for the solid phase in our in situ solid-state NMR studies of crystallization processes using the \textsuperscript{1}H\textsuperscript{13}C CP technique, we do not observe any evolution of the isotropic chemical shifts nor any evolution in the peak widths as a function of time, which is consistent with our conclusion that a signal is observed only for solid particles that are sufficiently large to behave as the “bulk” solid.

4.5.2 Does the NMR Measurement Technique Itself Influence the Crystallization Process?

Another important question is whether the rapid sample rotation (MAS) required to record high-resolution solid-state NMR spectra may actually influence the pathway and/or the final outcome of the crystallization process, recognizing that rapid sample spinning exerts a centrifugal pressure on the sample. The pressure distribution within a sample subjected to spinning in a cylindrical rotor is readily calculated if the density distribution is known. Under typical conditions used in in situ solid-state NMR experiments to study crystallization processes, the induced pressure is estimated\textsuperscript{[64]} to be in the region of 50–70 atm. As such pressures are significantly lower than those typically required to induce transformations to produce “high-pressure” polymorphs of organic materials, it is unlikely that the pressure generated by MAS will induce polymorphic transitions directly within the solid phase, except in very rare cases.

However, it is more important to consider the effects of the pressure induced by MAS on the solution phase properties of the crystallization system. First, it is important to recognize that rapid sample spinning induces a pressure gradient across the cylindrical sample volume. The induced pressure is zero on the rotation axis of the NMR rotor and increases radially towards the walls of the rotor. In the case of a homogeneous solution inside the rotor prior to crystallization, the solution must respond to such a pressure gradient by redistribution of mass towards the outer part of the rotor, creating a density gradient across the sample (with lowest density at the centre of the rotor and highest density at the walls). The existence of such a density gradient may have important implications for the ensuing crystallization process, particularly as it implies that there may be a nonuniform distribution of concentration across the solution. Furthermore, as solubility is a function of pressure, the solubility may be different in different regions of the sample. Clearly, the influence of these factors may create a significantly more complex crystallization environment than that encountered in conventional laboratory crystallization experiments. In our experience, however, we have not yet observed any systems for which the final solid form extracted from the NMR rotor following an in situ crystallization study differs from the final solid form resulting from crystallization in the laboratory under the same conditions and carried out over a comparable period of time. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the effects of rapid sample spinning may influence the pathway and outcome of the crystallization process in some specific cases. We are currently embarking on a programme of research to investigate the effects of rapid sample spinning on solution behaviour from a deeper physicochemical perspective.

Finally, we note that a previous study\textsuperscript{[80]} observed that the polymorphic outcome of a solid-state dehydration process may be influenced by the effects of rapid sample spinning in a solid-state NMR experiment. For in situ solid-state NMR studies of dehydration of sodium acetate trihydrate, the dehydration process was found to produce a different distribution of the polymorphs of anhydrous sodium acetate when dehydration was carried out under conditions of rapid sample spinning (leading to a mixture of polymorph I and polymorph beta of anhydrous sodium acetate) compared with dehydration of a static (nonspinning) sample under normal laboratory conditions (leading to the formation of only polymorph beta of anhydrous sodium acetate).

5. Future Challenges

As mentioned in Section 1, I believe that the most significant and important challenge in structural chemistry in the next few decades will be to derive a fundamental physicochemical understanding of the process of crystal nucleation, and then, based on this understanding, to devise experimental strategies to enable crystallization processes to be controlled such that they are directed towards very specific desired outcomes.

At present, a fashionable area of research is the computa-tional prediction of all energetically reasonable crystal structures for a given organic molecule.\textsuperscript{[81–85]} In many respects, however, the results of such “crystal structure prediction” calculations, which assess the energies of a large number of computer-generated crystal structures, produce more questions than answers. Perhaps the most significant issue is that crystal structure prediction calculations typically generate a vast
number (perhaps even hundreds) of distinct crystal structures within an energetically accessible range of the lowest-energy structure, implying that all of these structures may be viable as experimentally observable polymorphs. In the experimental context, however, it is rare for an organic compound to exhibit more than three or four known polymorphic forms, while many organic compounds have only one experimentally known crystal structure. So, why do crystal structure prediction calculations generate so many plausible polymorphic forms, yet Nature appears to allow only a very small subset of these polymorphs to arise in practice? Is this situation a consequence of deficiencies in the computational techniques? Or is it simply that not enough experiments have been done under different crystallization conditions to allow all the energetically accessible polymorphs to be found? Or is it the case that many of the “unobserved” polymorphs are actually produced during crystallization, but have a very facile pathway to form a more stable polymorph (i.e., low barriers to transformation on the energy landscape) and therefore have only transitory existence during crystallization experiments (perhaps with significantly shorter lifetimes than the transient polymorphs revealed by the in situ solid-state NMR studies discussed in Section 4.3)? Or, instead, does Nature impose stringent rules governing crystallization pathways, such that feasible pathways exist only for a very limited subset of the energetically accessible bulk crystal structures predicted in the calculations? While all of these possibilities may contribute to the disparity between the computational predictions and experimental reality, it is most likely that the disparity is a consequence of our lack of understanding of the fundamental factors that underlie crystallization processes, and in particular our lack of detailed physicochemical knowledge of the critical events that constitute crystal nucleation.

At present, we have a reasonably good understanding of the nature of solution phases and the types of molecular aggregation that may occur to form small molecular clusters (for example, from solution-state NMR[86] or computer-simulation[87] studies) of the type that might represent the very earliest stages on the pathway towards crystallization. And we already have a comprehensive understanding of the structural properties and physical properties of the final “bulk” crystal-line materials that represent the endpoints of crystallization processes (from the extensive range of powerful diffraction-based and spectroscopic techniques, some of which have been discussed in earlier sections of this article). However, the significant challenge is to fill the huge “knowledge void” that exists between the earliest stages and the final stage of the crystallization pathway. In particular, it is imperative to be able to identify and understand the critical events that give rise to crystal nucleation (representing the energy barrier that must be surmounted for crystal growth to occur), and to unravel the physicochemical factors that control crystal nucleation. Given that our understanding of crystal nucleation is based, to a large extent, on interpolating between our knowledge of the initial stages and the final stage of the crystallization pathway, it is not surprising that a number of different approaches for rationalizing crystal nucleation have been proposed and are still actively debated.[88–92]

Experimental studies to observe and identify the critical nucleation events in crystallization processes are challenging for several reasons: 1) nucleation events are rare; 2) given that critical nucleation entities are species of high energy on the crystallization pathway, the population of such species is inevitably low and the lifetime of such species is inevitably short; 3) critical nucleation entities are likely to be in a size regime that is inaccessible to most techniques for structural analysis (i.e., significantly larger than small molecular clusters of the type that may be observed and structurally identified by traditional solution-state techniques, and significantly smaller than the size of crystalline aggregates that may be observed and structurally identified by traditional bulk solid-state techniques), and 4) even if the sizes of critical nucleation entities are accessible to experimental observation, it is likely that, within the crystallization solution, there will be a much higher population of (lower-energy) prenucleation entities and/or a much higher population of (lower-energy) postnucleation entities, such that to identify the critical nucleation entities from among the mixture of particles of different sizes (each representing a different point along the crystallization trajectory) may be exceptionally difficult. Given these issues, the current prospects for mapping the complete crystallization pathway by experimental observation, including identification of the critical events that correspond to crystal nucleation, are inherently very challenging. Nevertheless, small but significant steps of progress are being made by exploiting high-resolution imaging techniques,[93–95] in which clusters of the type that may be important in nucleation are observed either by direct in situ studies of the crystallization system (for example, by liquid-phase transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or in situ AFM) or through indirect ex situ studies (for example, by rapid freezing of samples extracted from the crystallization system followed by characterization using cryo-TEM techniques). We note that, for certain systems, there may also be opportunities to develop strategies to gain insights into the embryonic stages of crystal growth processes by retro-spective analysis of fully formed crystals recovered at the end of the crystallization process.[96]

From our present perspective and projecting into the future, perhaps the most promising opportunity to observe a system on the pathway towards nucleation and beyond, and hence implicitly to identify the critical nucleation events, will be to exploit computer-simulation techniques. One technical challenge in this endeavour, however, is that ideally the computer simulation should consider a system comprising a sufficiently large number of molecules (to enable a reasonably sized fragment of bulk crystal to be grown by the end of the simulation) and should be run over a sufficiently long period of time (to have a reasonable chance of observing an event as rare as nucleation, and then to be able to follow the growth of the fragment of bulk crystal beyond the nucleation event). In the favourable case that a nucleation event does indeed occur during the simulation, this approach will yield critical insights.
into the structural changes (and the corresponding energetic changes) that occur along the crystallization pathway, yielding exquisite detail of the structural evolution towards nucleation, and mechanistic details of the nucleation event itself.

Fortunately, recent progress towards the application of computer-simulation methodologies to observe and understand mechanistic aspects of crystal nucleation appears promising. Thus, as we look towards the horizon of present capabilities and contemplate the range of fundamental insights that we wish to discover, the prospects for exploiting computer-simulation techniques to unravel the intricate and complex details of crystallization pathways appear to provide the most optimistic opportunities. And then, looking even further into the future, once a sufficient level of fundamental understanding of the physicochemical factors that control crystal nucleation have been established, we will be in a favourable position to exploit this understanding in formulating strategies to control crystallization pathways towards achieving specific desired outcomes.
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